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Abstract

Parallel computing techniques have been supported by programming languages in two major ways: either
library-based APIs or extended language constructs. Library-based features are portable and offer fine-
grained control on parallelization details. But they rely on individual programmer skills, thus they may
lead to inconsistent implementations and considerable code restructurings. On the contrary, language
constructs promote environments that largely conceal the details of parallel programming techniques.
However, they normally reduce programmer control over the granularity of parallelization, and impose
additional development concepts and compilation requirements that may sacrifice ease-of-use and porta-
bility. Therefore, approaches that balance between programmer control on parallelization details, intu-
itiveness of concepts and portability can gain priority over other paradigms. In this paper we discuss
@PT (Annotation Parallel Task), a parallel computing framework that proposes Java annotations, stan-
dard Java components, as its language constructs. @PT takes an object-oriented approach on efficient
execution and management of asynchronous tasks, with a special focus on GUI-responsive applications.
This paper presents the annotation-based programming interface of the framework and its fundamental
parallelization concepts. Furthermore, it studies the usability and performance of @PT by comparisons
with other Java parallelization approaches in a set of standard benchmarks. The observations suggest
that @PT maintains a simple programming interface, while it performs efficiently in different parallel
computing domains.
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1 Introduction
The proliferation of multi-core systems has encouraged support for parallel computing in shared-memory
systems. The support is often offered in the form of libraries (e.g., TPL and PLINQ in C# [1]) or language
constructs (e.g., OpenMP [2]). The majority of library-based approaches provide APIs that cover a wide
range of fine-grained functions that can be combined to form flexible and efficient implementations for
different parallel computing domains. Assembling and combining these functions for building a working
system remains the responsibility of individual programmers. Here, the quality of software design depends
on the programming approaches that are practiced by individuals. Reliance on the technical abilities and
coding styles of individuals leads to inconsistent implementation and performance standards, some of which
can be inefficient and complex to modify. In order to overcome the risks mentioned above, approaches such
as Microsoft PPL [3], Java Streams [4], SKePU [5] and FastFlow [6] offer library APIs that implement
frequent parallel processing patterns. Examples of these patterns are: map, reduce, farm, pipeline, asyn-
chronous tasks and so on [5]. The pre-built components of these APIs improve consistency and efficiency
across different implementations. In addition, these patterns can be composed to form bigger parallel ap-
plications. However, one needs to know what pattern to choose for a specific scenario, and how to combine
different patterns in order to obtain an intended behaviour. Moreover, these approaches face limitations
when portions of an application do not fit within the definitions of parallel patterns [7]. Other library-based



frameworks such as TBB in C++ attempt to balance between fine-grained methods and pre-built parallel
patterns by offering support for both [8].

Language-based solutions also focus on concealing implementation details of parallel programs. In two
separate studies, Lin et al. and Dig investigate parallel computing applications, and argue that more than
half of such applications adopt parallelization by modifying legacy sequential code, through which new
errors and inefficiency factors can be added to the programs [9, 10]. Language-based solutions propose
mechanisms for parallelizing code without major modifications to the sequential code. To this effect, these
frameworks add new keywords to their base programming languages through high-level abstraction layers.
The new constructs provide means for marking portions of sequential code that must be parallelized by
their corresponding frameworks. This reduces programmer involvement in selecting and combining paral-
lel computing mechanisms, and offers a coding standard close to the conventional sequential structure. As a
consequence, paradigms of this type reduce programmer control on parallelization details. Moreover, they
often require customized parsers for syntactic and semantic validations, as well as creating the abstract syn-
tax trees before source-to-source compilations can take place. Therefore, language-based paradigms cannot
benefit from the features that are offered by the standard compilers and IDEs of programming languages
(e.g., Eclipse, Visual Studio, etc.). Examples of these features are: static type checking, real-time feed-
back and auto-completion recommendations. In this category, OpenMP is a popular approach that initially
proposed pragma-based directives for parallelizing loops, but it has also supported task-parallelism since
OpenMP 3.0 [2]. Considering that the fork/join model of OpenMP requires a group of threads to start and
end together, OmpSs was proposed to integrate asynchronous parallelism into OpenMP (i.e., background
threads waiting for tasks) [11]. Tasks in both OpenMP and OmpSs cannot return values, and may depend on
each other only if they have data dependencies. There are other noteworthy frameworks such as REPARA
and Cilk that work with language constructs in C++ [12, 13]. Thanks to the fast nature of programming lan-
guages such as C/C++ and Fortran, the majority of investments have been in these languages (e.g., OpenMP,
Cilk, etc.). Nonetheless, as a popular object-oriented language, Java has considerable potentials for inves-
tigations in this area as well, especially with the efficiency considerations that it engages in its underlying
infrastructure. For example, Habanero-Java proposes a set of keywords for efficient handling of different
task-parallelization concepts in Java [14]. Inspired from OpenMP, projects have investigated directives
for parallelizing code sections in Java, following the fork/join model (e.g., Jomp [15] and Pyjama [16]).
The approaches mentioned above are yet in the research stage, but have demonstrated promising capaci-
ties for Java in this field. In addition, Java has long been a popular base for high-performance paradigms
in distributed and heterogeneous environments. In this scope, X10 is a Java-based framework for high
performance computing over a hybrid cluster of multi-core nodes comprised of both shared-memory and
distributed-memory systems [17]. Spark and Hadoop are other Java-based environments for domains in
which distributed information is processed and integrated via MapReduce operations that are performed
locally by individual nodes of clusters [18]. In these application domains, higher-level programs are written
in languages such as Python or Scala, and are executed on Java-based distributed systems that already run
Hadoop projects in their underlying layers [19].

Embracing the importance of intuitive APIs, Java has supported annotations as its standard components
for convenient creation of language constructs from Java 1.5. Annotations are considered as language
elements by standard Java parsers and compilers, and benefit from real-time Java interpreters. This feature
is specifically leveraged in distributed systems (e.g., EJBs, Servlets, etc.) for setting up the underlying
infrastructure based on user annotations, while unnecessary boilerplate code is avoided [20]. For instance,
PAL is a Java-based programming environment that uses annotations for efficient parallelization of method
invocations over distributed systems [21].

Considering that each of the library-based and language-based approaches offer strength in different
aspects, there are capacities for investigating frameworks that incorporate the advantages of both, and mit-
igate their disadvantages. With the benefits of Java annotations in mind, such a motivation encourages a
higher-level framework that leverages annotations as abstract constructs to incorporate the simplicity of
language-based solutions with enhanced parallel programming characteristics of library-based approaches.
Examples of these characteristics are: different types of asynchronous operations, collections, parallel pat-
terns and coding assistants of conventional IDEs such as Eclipse and IntelliJ. Such a framework integrates
efficient parallel processing mechanisms with a portable, simple and intuitive programming interface. Thus,
it can benefit from the strengths of both library-based and language-based parallelization approaches.



This paper discusses @PT (Annotation Parallel Task), a Java-based parallel-computing framework that
proposes annotations as its language constructs. @PT emphasizes on a programming environment that
promotes fine grained control over parallelization concepts with a few annotations while it maintains the
flexibility and intuitiveness of sequential-code structure. For this purpose, the framework implements anno-
tation processing mechanisms for producing the parallelized version of user code, in which parallelization
semantics are automatically inferred from annotated code. The framework encourages stronger object-
oriented thinking, and views tasks as familiar method invocations rather than instruction blocks. For more
flexibility, @PT identifies asynchronous tasks at the invocation stages of methods rather than their declara-
tions, and associates tasks to objects that represent them throughout the program. @PT avoids introducing
new data structures for retrieving the results of asynchronous invocations. Rather, it integrates the semantics
of primitive and user-defined types with the semantics of future objects (i.e., objects for which the values
will be available in future). That is, primitive and user-defined types have their original role in sequen-
tial code, but can be exploited as future objects when processed by the annotation processors. @PT also
proposes mechanisms for managing future objects in groups or in combination with non-future elements.
In its underlying layer, the framework employs a runtime that benefits from the latest Java enhancements
(e.g., lambda expressions), as well as comprehensive parallelization techniques for efficient handling of its
concepts. In summary, the contributions of @PT are as follows:

• Unifying task concept supported with a single annotation construct.

• Increasing flexibility by supporting task definition at the invocation stages of methods rather than
declarations.

• Integrating the semantics of future objects with that of primitive/user-defined types at the API level.

• Proposing concepts for managing future objects in groups or in combination with non-future objects.

• Unobtrusive declaration of reduction operations, with extensive runtime support.

• Automatic inference of dependencies and synchronization points (i.e., waiting point for one or more
future objects to complete).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the underlying concepts and policies of
the framework for asynchronous task execution. Section 3 proposes the annotation-based programming
interface, and presents its usability based on the concepts discussed in Section 2. Section 4 discusses the
parallelization mechanisms of @PT runtime, and explores the transformation of annotated codes to their
parallelized versions. Section 5 evaluates the programmability and efficiency of @PT in a set of standard
benchmarks that cover various parallel-computing domains. Section 6 discusses the related work. Finally,
the outcome of this paper is concluded in Section 7. Note that every example presented in this paper is in
pseudo-code.

2 Underlying Parallelization Concepts
Parallelization in @PT extends the proven concepts of ParaTask1 (short term for Parallel Task). This section
revisits these concepts before the programming environment is studied.

2.1 Unified Task Concept
The framework integrates the topics of long running (or daemon) threads, task parallelism and data paral-
lelism into a unified task concept [22]. Tasks are distinguished into three different categories as follows.

• One-off tasks: are single units of computation, and are mostly based on CPU-intensive operations.

1ParaTask is a task-based parallel processing framework that was developed by the Parallel and Reconfigurable Computing (PARC)
Lab at the University of Auckland [22].



• IO tasks: involve communications with input/output devices, and may include time intervals in
which they are idle, and waiting for input/output operations. Examples are: computations waiting for
network requests to be responded, or spellcheckers working in the background.

• Multi tasks: represent the concept of data parallelism, in which a single program is performed on
multiple data sets in parallel, without the overhead of context switching. A multi task can be from
both categories of computational and IO operations.

2.2 Task Management
In addition to the task concept, @PT proposes mechanisms for efficient management and coordination of
asynchronous operations.

2.2.1 Task Groups

Task groups are data structures that operate independent of one another, each of which collects individual
asynchronous tasks and operates on them as a whole. Examples of these operations are: applying syn-
chronization barriers and integrating the results of the collected sub-tasks. Figure 1 is a visual presentation
of collecting tasks in task groups, and lists the operations that each task group can perform on its col-
lected tasks. In this figure, task groups A and B collect and manage separate sets of asynchronous tasks
independently.
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Figure 1: Collecting and Managing Tasks in Groups

2.2.2 Hybrid Collections

Hybrid collections are containers that hold both objects of a specific type, and asynchronous tasks that
return instances of that specific type in future. @PT proposes this concept as a non-blocking approach
for adding the results of asynchronous tasks to containers. That is, adding and retrieving objects to/from
hybrid collections are performed independent of other elements. Thus, unlike task groups, synchronizing
one asynchronous task does not force a synchronization barrier on other asynchronous tasks of a hybrid
collection. Illustrated in Figure 2, is a hybrid collection of type Object and its supported features. The
collection in Figure 2 can block for synchronizing Task1 while Task2 proceeds asynchronously, whereas
task groups block for synchronization of the entire group and may not be utilized thereafter.
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2.2.3 Reductions

A reduction operation integrates partial results that are returned from individual tasks, in order to form the
final result. @PT engages comprehensive mechanisms for covering a wide range of reduction operations
for different levels of data complexity (e.g., primitive, aggregate and dictionary types).

2.2.4 Loop Schedulers

Loop scheduling mechanisms partition loop iterations based on three scheduling policies of static, dynamic
and guided. These mechanisms are exploited for implementing data parallelism in multi tasks, where the
iterations of a loop can be divided among parallel operations. The non-overlapping partitions allow the
operations to constantly run in parallel, without having to wait for thread-safe access to the iterations of a
loop. Therefore, the overall performance is improved by avoiding synchronization concerns and ensuring
that each iteration is processed only once.

2.2.5 Task Dependencies

In an asynchronous execution, a task may require to wait for the termination of other tasks before it can start.
This can be due to having information chained from the outputs of dependees to the inputs of dependents,
or a compulsory order between the execution of dependees and dependents. @PT automatically infers
dependencies in the case of data chaining; however tasks do not necessarily need to chain information in
order to impose dependencies. For the cases that information is not chained, tasks must provide explicit
information about their dependencies to guarantee the correct order of execution. Asynchronous tasks are
enqueued for execution once their dependencies are fulfilled.

2.2.6 Handlers

Small operational units that perform peripheral jobs such as updating GUIs. Java enforces thread-safe ac-
cess to its graphical contents to guarantee the validity of its user interfaces. That is, only the event-dispatch
thread is authorized to modify GUI components in Java, and attempts by other threads are suppressed.
Therefore, any GUI-update operations must be submitted as requests to the event-dispatch thread. More-
over, these types of updates ought to take effect immediately after their corresponding task; otherwise they
could lead to inaccurate system states. In @PT, asynchronous tasks carry information about their handlers,
so that they are immediately submitted as update request by the same execution thread after the correspond-
ing task is done. This mechanism automatically removes any possible latency between the execution of a
handler and its corresponding task, and ensures that GUI components are modified by the authorized thread
at the right time. The framework supports performing GUI operations on both desktop and portable Android



(a) Synchronous Exception Handling (b) Asynchronous Exception Handling

Figure 3: Difference Between Synchronous and Asynchronous Exception Handling

devices. To this effect, the runtime investigates whether the underlying virtual machine is the standard JVM
or if it is based on the Android operating system, and performs the compliant GUI operations accordingly.

2.2.7 Asynchronous Exception Handling

Handling exceptions thrown by asynchronous operations may lead to unexpected system behaviour if not
implemented correctly [23]. The importance of this aspect is appreciated in many programming languages.
For example, C# suggests calling wait/await methods on asynchronous tasks in try/catch blocks, or using
the Status property of asynchronous tasks after they are completed [24].

Figures 3a and 3b clarify the procedure of asynchronous exception handling in @PT and its difference
with the synchronous approach. In @PT tasks store the exceptions that they incur and terminate their
executions, so that other tasks are not interrupted. Furthermore, on the termination of each task, whether
successful or failed, the recorded exceptions are checked. Exceptions are handled by their corresponding
tasks if they have handlers mapped to them; otherwise they are thrown to a higher level. In this approach,
every task has the chance to terminate gracefully compared to the immediate interruption of all tasks when
the effects of exceptions are propagated globally.

2.3 Infrastructure
For efficient management of asynchronous tasks, @PT accommodates flexible mechanisms in its infras-
tructure that are discussed here.

2.3.1 Scheduling Policies

For better load balancing in different parallelization domains, the framework exploits various task schedul-
ing policies.



• Work sharing: threads take tasks from a shared resource (i.e., task pool) following the FIFO ap-
proach, and it benefits scenarios that require tasks to be executed in almost the same order as submis-
sion (e.g., pipeline scenarios) [25].

• Work stealing: tasks are executed based on the FIFO approach if stolen from another thread, other-
wise executed based on the LIFO approach. This approach benefits cases with nested parallelism in
which child tasks are to be executed first (e.g., recursive algorithms) [26].

• Mixed scheduling: covers efficiency in various parallelization domains. The approach functions
based on the work-sharing policy by default, but cases with nested parallelism are executed with the
work-stealing approach [22].

2.3.2 Thread Pools

@PT classifies the threads that execute one-off tasks in a different category from the threads that execute
multi tasks (i.e., one-off vs. multi worker threads). Therefore, separate thread pools are assigned to one-off
and multi worker threads. Tasks of a one-off worker may be stolen by other threads, but multi tasks are
pinned to specific multi worker threads to minimize context switching. Thus, multi worker threads can steal
tasks from one-off task queues if there is no task for them to perform, but not vice versa.

The framework also has a different approach for IO tasks. Considering that tasks of this category may
include idle periods waiting for IO components, assigning them to fixed thread pools could lead to idle
periods for all threads, thus it can cause system stagnation. @PT allocates a dynamic caching pool for IO
threads, in which a new thread is created for a new IO task if all IO threads are busy, or if there is no IO
thread in the pool. In order to avoid excessive memory occupation, IO threads are cached for a short period
(i.e., 60 seconds), and terminated if no IO task is submitted within that period.

3 Annotations as Programming Interface
Language constructs are utilized to facilitate adding user specifications to the basic code structure (e.g.,
inline comments in OpenMP and OmpSs). For example, solutions such as SQL, chemical, wireless and
theological markup languages use XML to facilitate portable structuring of systems [27]. Java supports
annotations as its standard language components for adding meta information to Java programs. Annota-
tions are considered in static type checks, auto-completion suggestions of IDEs and the parsing and abstract
syntax tree (AST) creation phases of compilers; however they can be ignored when running the program.
Project Lombok [28], JUnit, Java Beans, Servlets and other web-based services are well-known examples
that leverage Java annotations in their APIs [29]. Embracing the values of Java annotations, @PT leverages
these features in order to simplify parallel programming in its programming interface. The main character-
istics offered by this programming interface are as follows:

• Its proposed language constructs are understood by standard Java. Therefore, the programming in-
terface benefits from the features that are offered by the standard programming environment.

• Its parallelization semantics are integrated with the familiar and intuitive concepts of sequential code.
Therefore, the programming interface preserves the simplicity of the sequential code, and avoids
adding abstraction layers to that of standard Java.

Listing 1 shows a basic example of how annotations are used to initialize @PT, declare asynchronous
tasks and collect them in groups. In order to provide such a programming interface, @PT implements anno-
tation processors that automatically infer parallelization semantics (e.g., dependencies and synchronization
points) from the annotated sequential code, and generate the efficient parallelized code correspondingly.
The annotation processors are implemented with the Spoon toolkit [30], and modify the AST that is cre-
ated by the standard Java compiler for transforming annotated code into its parallelized version. Figure 4
clarifies how the intervening access to the Javac AST takes place in the framework.
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Listing 1: Exemplar Structure of the Annotation-based API

1 @InitParaTask
2 public static void main(String[] args){
3 @Future
4 int[] array = new int[size]; //declaring a future group
5 for(int counter = 0; counter < size; counter++){
6 @Future
7 int result = task(counter); //declaring a future (i.e., an asynchronous task)
8 array[counter] = result; //adding a future to a future group
9 }

10 printValues(array);
11 }

3.1 Proposed Annotations
The following paragraphs study the proposed programming interface of @PT.

3.1.1 @Future

The unified task concept is supported with this single annotation construct. @PT enables any declared
method to be executed asynchronously, and proposes @Future to incorporate the semantics of futures with
method invocations. Therefore, annotated invocations must be assigned to variables that are utilized as
future objects in the parallelized code, but remain within the contexts of their own types in the original
code. Methods that do not return a value must be assigned to variables of type Void. This is due to
the imposed Java limitations, as annotations can only appear at declaration statements (i.e., declaration of
methods, variables, etc.). Other proposed concepts such as future groups and hybrid collections are also
unified under the same construct.

3.1.2 @Task

@Task annotates method declarations, and is only considered within the context of hybrid collections. This
annotation identifies methods that must be executed asynchronously, when they are invoked by a hybrid



collection (discussed in Section 3.2.6). The annotation is not considered when its corresponding annotated
methods are invoked within any context other than hybrid collections.

3.1.3 @AsyncCatch

This annotation specifies the list of exceptions that are asynchronously handled by a future, as well as their
corresponding handlers.

3.1.4 @ReductionMethod

Annotates method declarations, and is proposed as an efficient approach for integrating the partial results
of a global future group. This annotation is ignored for local future groups.

3.1.5 @InitParaTask

This annotation appears on method declarations, and configures the @PT environment. For flexible config-
urations, more than one method may be annotated with variant settings of @InitParaTask, but only the
method that is invoked first configures @PT at runtime (discussed in Section 3.2.9).

3.2 Details and Usages of Annotations
This section studies the application of @PT annotations in the context of the concepts discussed in Sec-
tion 2, and specifies more details.

Listing 2: Declaring and Retrieving Futures

1 private int task(){
2 //do something and return an integer
3 }
4 public Void processFiles(LoopScheduler sh, String[] fileNames){
5 LoopChunk chunk = sh.getChunk(Thread.getID());
6 for(int i = chunk.start; i < chunk.end; i += chunk.stride){
7 processFile(fileNames[i]);
8 }
9 return null;

10 }
11 public void taskRunner(){
12 @Future
13 int task1 = task(); //one-off future
14 String[] fileNames = getFileNames();//returns 24 file names
15 LoopScheduler sh = new LoopScheduler(0, 24, 1, 8, STATIC);
16 @Future(taskType=MULTI, taskCount=8)
17 Void task2 = processFiles(sh, fileNames); //parallel future with 8 sub-tasks
18 //do work
19 print(task1); //wait for the termination of task1
20 }

3.2.1 Declaring and Managing Futures

Future objects are annotated local-variable declarations that are associated to method invocations. Future
objects cannot be declared as state (i.e., global) variables of a class, because Java authorizes methods to be
invoked only within blocks. For managing future objects beyond the scopes of their enclosing blocks, one
can add them to global future groups or global hybrid collections (discussed in Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6).

Future objects are configured via the parameters taskType and taskCount of @Future. Parameter
taskType is an enumerator that specifies the type of a future, and can be set to ONEOFF, IO or MULTI.
Futures of type MULTI are referred to as parallel futures in the programming interface. Unless specified
explicitly, the future objects are set to perform one-off tasks by default. Parameter taskCount is an integer



that specifies the number of sub-tasks of a parallel future. The annotation processors ignore this parameter
for other types of futures. Moreover, the synchronization point for a future is automatically inferred when
it is referenced for the first time in a non-future statement, at which the result of the future is retrieved.
Listing 2 declares a one-off future (task1) and a parallel future (task2) with eight parallel sub-tasks that
process 24 files in parallel. This process performs data-parallelism because the same operation is performed
on different files. Hence, for better performance the loop scheduling mechanism of @PT (discussed in
Section 2.2.4) is employed to partition the iterations for parallel threads. Listing 2 specifically defines a
loop scheduler for which the first index is 0, the number of iterations is 24, the stride is 1 (i.e., progress
through iterations in each step), the scheduling policy is static and the partitioning takes place for 8
parallel threads. Furthermore, the loop scheduler is sent to method processFiles, which is executed by all
parallel threads. Here, each thread receives its own chunk of the iterations based on its ID. In this example,
synchronization and retrieval of task1 is inferred when statement print(task1) is encountered, because
this statement is not annotated with @Future.

3.2.2 Dependency Management

As discussed in Section 2.2.5, dependencies impose a certain order of execution among asynchronous op-
erations. The order of execution among multiple asynchronous operations is explicit when the outputs from
some operations are chained to the inputs of some others. In @PT, explicit dependencies are automatically
inferred when future objects refer to the values of each other. For example, in Listing 3, the dependence of
task3 on task2 is inferred by the framework.

Listing 3: Dependency Management

1 public void taskRunner(){
2 @Future
3 Void task1 = systemWork( );
4 @Future
5 int task2 = calculation(20);
6 @Future(dependsOn="task1")
7 int task3 = calculation(task2);
8 }

The compulsory order of execution may also exist among asynchronous operations that do not chain data
among one another. Dependencies of this type are implicit and cannot be identified automatically. For
instance, having objects shared among asynchronous tasks does not necessarily indicate an order in their
execution, as they can be executed simultaneously through thread-safety considerations. On the other hand,
there may exist an order of execution among asynchronous operations that are completely independent of
each other. Thus, for the cases that dependencies cannot be inferred (i.e., there is not data chaining), @PT
requires the dependence to be specified explicitly, in order to guarantee the correct flow of control (i.e.,
order of execution). Future objects can explicitly specify their dependence on other future objects using
the dependsOn parameter. For example in Listing 3, the dependence of task3 on task2 is automatically
inferred, while it has to explicitly declare its dependence on task1. The value that is passed to dependsOn
is a string literal as a comma-separated list of previously declared futures. The annotation processors issue
exception messages if a name is not resolved as a pre-declared future object.

3.2.3 Handlers

Future objects can register their handlers via the notifies parameter of @Future. This parameter is
a comma-separated string literal that lists the methods that are invoked by the handlers. The annotation
processors issue exception messages if a name is not resolved as a valid method. Listing 4 registers methods
updateGUI and updateDataBase to run immediately after the completion of task. It is noteworthy that
method updateGUI is offered by an object of another type (i.e., CustomizedClass).

Listing 4: Specifying Handlers

1 public void updateDataBase(){
2 //update DataBase



3 }
4 public void taskRunner(){
5 CustomizedClass obj = new CustomizedClass();
6 @Future(notifies="obj.updateGUI(), updateDataBase()")
7 Void task = doBigTask();
8 }

3.2.4 Asynchronous Exception Handling

Future objects specify their asynchronously handled exceptions with the parameters throwables and
handlers of @AsyncCatch. Parameter throwables expects an array of exception classes, and parameter
handlers is an array of string literals, each of which assigns a method for handling one of the specified ex-
ceptions, in the same order of appearance for throwables. The number of elements for throwables must
be identical to that of handlers. Listing 5, assigns method handleIOEx to handle IOException, and
method handleRuntimeEx to handle RuntimeException correspondingly. The annotation processors
consider @AsyncCatch only if it follows @Future.

Listing 5: Specifying Asynchronous Exceptions

1 @Future(taskType=IO)
2 @AsyncCatch(throwables={IOException.class, RuntimeException.class},

handlres={"handleIOEx()", "handleRuntimeEx()")
3 Void task = doIntenseIO();

3.2.5 Future Groups

Future groups represent the concept of task groups discussed in Section 2.2.1. The framework proposes one-
dimensional arrays as an intuitive structure for selectively grouping and managing future objects. Future
groups are defined by annotating the declarations of one-dimensional arrays with @Future. For example,
the future group declared in Listing 6 collects futures that return instances of Map<K, V>.

Listing 6: Declaring a Future Group

1 @Future
2 Map<K, V>[] futureMaps = new HashMap[size];

@PT supports both local and global declarations of future groups. Listing 7 declares floats as a global,
and integers as a local future group. Moreover, the framework supports lazy instantiation of future
groups, so that the size of a future group can be flexibly set during runtime (e.g., instantiation of floats in
constructor). Future objects can be added to future groups in two ways: direct method invocations and pre-
declared future objects. Listing 7 demonstrates both styles by assigning method invocations to the elements
of integers, and adding pre-declared futures to floats.

Listing 7: Local and Global Future Groups

1 @Future
2 float[] floats;
3 public constructor(int size){
4 floats = new float[size];
5 }
6 void doTasks(){
7 @Future
8 int[] integers = new int[size];
9 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++){

10 integers[i] = intTask(i); //adding futures as asynchronous invocations
11

12 @Future
13 float task1 = floatTask(i);
14 floats[i] = task1; //adding pre-declared future objects
15 }



16 @Future
17 int task2 = intTask(integers[0]);//dependent future statement
18 //do work
19 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++){
20 print(integers[i]); //synchronization point for integers
21 }
22 integers[0] = intTask(10); //adding an integer
23 floats[0] = floatTask(10); //adding a future
24 //do work
25 foo(floats); //synchronization point for floats
26 }

A future group synchronizes all of its elements when the very first access to that future group is detected in
a non-future statement. From that point, the future group returns back to the semantics of ordinary arrays.
This conceptually means that future groups are terminated after their synchronization, and may not collect
more sub-tasks, because they cannot synchronize the group again. This is analogous to asynchronous tasks
not being able to run further after their synchronization points. Therefore, future groups expect all of their
sub-tasks to be collected before they are synchronized. In Listing 7, the statement print(integers[i])
forces all elements of integers to be synchronized, and retrieves their results into the corresponding
indices of integers. Thereafter, integers operates as a standard array, and does not collect asynchronous
tasks. For increasing flexibility and performance, the framework avoids unnecessary synchronization of
future groups by applying dependency inference to this concept. To this effect, future statements that refer
to one or more element(s) of a future group, or to the future group itself, are automatically inferred to depend
on the termination of that future group. The dependent task only starts when the future group is terminated,
and retrieves the result(s) of the corresponding sub-task(s), or the entire array of elements, depending on
how the future group is referenced. For example in Listing 7, future task2 refers to the first element of
integers, thus it is automatically considered as dependent on integers. Here, task2 starts its execution
when integers is terminated, and it retrieves the result of the first sub-task of the future group. Considering
that global future groups can be utilized in different methods of a class without a guaranteed order, applying
the aforementioned principles becomes more complex. The annotation processors automatically infer these
semantics, so that the concept can be utilized exactly same as ordinary arrays at the API level. Each of
the local and global future groups offer efficiency in certain aspects that are explained in the following
paragraphs.

Local Future Groups: Local future groups are memory-efficient elements that are subject to garbage
collection once the program exits their corresponding methods. Thus, local future groups are better options
for collecting future objects that must be synchronized before exiting their corresponding scopes.

Global Future Groups: Global future groups offer performance improvements for modular designs, in
which methods are coherent modules that operate on shared objects. For example, a common approach is
to allocate one method for creation of asynchronous tasks only, and allocating another method for synchro-
nization and other final steps.

3.2.6 Hybrid Collections

Hybrid collections are declared by invoking method getHybrid of class ParaTask. The method expects
an instance of a standard Java collection as its argument. This invocation will return the same collection
instance before the original code is processed by @PT processors; otherwise it returns a hybrid wrapper for
that collection. This feature is supported for List, Set, Map and Collection.

Hybrid collections can collect instances of a specific type, as well as synchronous invocations, pre-
declared future objects and asynchronous invocations that return values of that type. For example in List-
ing 8, future_a is a pre-declared future object and value_b is the result of a synchronous execution.
Importantly, @Task (discussed in Section 3.1.2) is only considered when its annotated methods are in-
voked within the context of a hybrid collection. Therefore, foo2 results in adding a future object when
it is invoked in statement list2.add(foo2()), whereas statement list1.add(foo1()) results in the



synchronous execution of foo1, because it is not annotated with @Task. On the contrary to future groups,
hybrid collections synchronize future objects individually, without affecting the processes of other collected
futures. For instance, print(list1.get(0)) in Listing 8 only waits for future_a to finish.

Listing 8: Local and Global Hybrid Collections

1 @Future
2 List<Integer> list1 = ParaTask.getHybrid(new ArrayList<>());
3 int foo1(){
4 //do work and return a value
5 }
6 @Task
7 int foo2(){
8 //do work and return a value
9 }

10 void taskRun(){
11 @Future
12 List<Integer> list2 = ParaTask.getHybrid(new ArrayList<>());
13

14 @Future
15 int future_a = foo1(); //asynchronous execution
16 int value_b = foo2(); //synchronous execution
17

18 list1.add(future_a); //adding a future object
19 list2.add(value_b); //adding an integer
20 list2.add(foo2()); //adding a future
21 list1.add(foo1()); //adding an integer
22 //do some work
23 list1.add(foo1() + foo2()); //adding an integer
24 print(list1.get(0)); //wait for future_a to complete, then print its value
25 print(list2.get(0)); //print an integer
26 }

Hybrid collections are beneficial for non-blocking collection of the results of asynchronous tasks that have
variant execution times. In addition, hybrid collections extend the availability of future objects across and
beyond the scope of a class. That is, considering that hybrid collections override standard Java classes (e.g.,
List), they can be passed among methods and classes. Additional semantics such as the direct addition of
method invocations enhance the usability of the concept, so that utilizing hybrid collections appears similar
to that of standard collections at the programming level.

3.2.7 Future Groups vs. Hybrid Collections

Future groups and hybrid collections are different concepts with distinct characteristics, each of which has
been proposed for a specific use-case. As implied from the name, the concept of future groups is merely
proposed for efficient management of future objects in the form of groups, i.e., synchronization of a group of
futures and applying reduction operations to them. The nature of the concept necessitates new constraints
for the annotated arrays, through which the aforementioned requirements are met. In order to guarantee
the correct performance of parallelized code, the framework expects every element of a future group to
be instantiated before its synchronization point. For example, while Listing 9 is semantically correct in
the original code, it is conceptually incorrect in the context of @PT. That is, the annotation processors
inject a synchronization point before print(maps[0]), which will subsequently attempt to synchronize
and retrieve the values of all sub-tasks (i.e., 0− (size−1)) of maps, some of which do not exist.

Listing 9: Future Group Accessed Before Complete Instantiation

1 @Future(reduction="union(sum)")
2 Map<String, Integer> maps = new HashMap[size];
3 for (int i = 0; i < size/2; i++){
4 maps[i] = doWork(i);
5 }



6 print(maps[0]); //synchronization point for maps
7 for(int i = size/2; i < size; i++){
8 maps[i] = doWork(i);
9 }

Furthermore, future groups only collect and operate on future objects. Therefore, although an example such
as Listing 10 is semantically correct in the original code, but will incur invalid instantiation errors
after the annotation-processing phase. In this specific example, the first half of the future group receives
future objects, but the second half has instances of Map assigned to it.

Listing 10: Incorrect Instantiation of Future Group

1 @Future(reduction="union(sum)")
2 Map<String, Integer> maps = new HashMap[size];
3 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++){
4 if(i < size/2){
5 @Future
6 Map<String, Integer> map = doWork(i);
7 maps[i] = map;
8 }else{
9 Map<String, Integer> map = doWork(i);

10 maps[i] = map;
11 }
12 }

Considering that the constraints thereof limit the versatility of the concept, @PT proposes additional fea-
tures such as dependency chaining and lazy instantiation to enhance the flexibility of future groups. On the
other side, hybrid collections are proposed for flexible management of the scenarios that do not need to per-
form inclusive operations on a group of future objects. Hybrid collections are not subject to the limitations
of future groups, and support sporadic and heterogeneous instantiation of their elements. That is, hybrid
collections accept both future and non-future objects of a type as their elements. These elements are added
to, and accessed from hybrid collections independently and arbitrarily, and do not require the rest to be
instantiated or synchronized. Thus, replacing the future groups in Listings 9 and 10 with hybrid collections
leads to the correct behaviour of the processed code.

3.2.8 Reductions

Considering that declaring reduction operations may not be required in the sequential version of a code
(especially for parallel futures), @PT supports a number of mechanisms for unobtrusive specification of
reduction operations (i.e., without disrupting the standard sequential layout). Importantly, every reduction
operation performed by @PT must be an implementation of the Reduction interface of RedLib2. The
following paragraphs discuss the concept further.

Reductions for Parallel Futures: Parallel futures encapsulate their sub-tasks and perform reductions as
internal operations. Internal reductions for parallel futures can be specified via the reduction parameter
of @Future. The parameter is a string literal that can be composed of reserved keywords for RedLib ready-
to-use operations, or names of user-declared reduction objects. In addition, @PT also accepts the fully
qualified names of the classes that are custom implementations of the Reduction interface. This approach
avoids unnecessary declaration of customized reduction objects in the sequential code. Listing 11 defines
a parallel future that receives partial map objects from its sub-tasks, and integrates them via the specified
reduction operation. Dictionary types such as maps are complex data-structures that can nest multiple layers
of data-types; therefore they need to perform reduction operations on more than one level. In Listing 11, the
map structure consists of three different layers: Map, Map and Integer. Therefore, it requires performing
reduction operations at three different levels.

2RedLib is a lightweight reduction library with comprehensive ready-to-use operations, and is provided by the Parallel and Recon-
figurable Computing (PARC) Lab at the University of Auckland [31].



Following the approach from RedLib, @PT supports multi-level reductions via nested operations. In
this approach, the processors decompose the nested strings, and infer the reduction for each layer by cor-
relating the type and the specified operation for that layer. For example in Listing 11, every extracted
word from union(union(max)) is a reserved keyword for RedLib operations (i.e., union, union and
max). Therefore, correlating Map, Map and Integer, as three layers of the complex data structure, to
their corresponding reduction operations results in MapUnion for the first and second reduction layers, and
IntegerMaximum for the third layer.

Listing 11: Reductions for Parallel Futures

1 public Map<K, Map<T, Integer>> doTask(){
2 @Future(taskType=MULTI, reduction="union(union(max))") //RedLib reserved operations
3 Map<K, Map<T, Integer>> wordCount = countWords(documents);
4 //do work
5 return wordCount; //performs reduction internally
6 }

Reductions for Future Groups: @PT enables direct calls to method RedLib.Reduction.reduce, for
reducing the elements of Java collections including future groups (i.e., arrays). RedLib offers this method
as a utility that given the elements of a container and the corresponding reduction, it integrates the values
and returns the reduced result. Listing 12, utilizes this approach for reducing the elements of wordCount2,
a normal array, via the pre-declared reduction object red. Annotating this method invocation with @Future
leads to an efficient approach for reducing the elements of a future group. That is, the annotated invoca-
tion is automatically inferred as dependent on the referenced future group, thus immediately performs the
reduction operation when all sub-tasks of the future group are terminated.

The framework proposes an alternative technique for reducing the results of global future groups. In
this approach, the reduction operation of a global future group is specified in the same way as parallel
futures, and a method is specifically annotated for reducing the partial results of that future group with
@ReductionMethod. The method functions as it is supposed to in the synchronous execution. However, in
the parallelized version the method block is changed, such that the reduction operation is performed inter-
nally on the future group (illustrated in Listing 22). The proposed approach avoids unnecessary overhead
of retrieving the results back into the array elements, and is advantageous if a future group contains a large
number of memory-consuming objects as its partial results. Listing 12 specifies package.CustomRed as a
customized reduction class for wordCount1 that expects K and V as its types, and marks method reducer
for performing the specified reduction on the partial results of wordCount1.

Listing 12: Reductions for Future Groups

1 public class ClassA{
2 @Future(reduction="package.CustomRed<K, V>")
3 Map<K, V>[] wordCount1 = new HashMap[size];
4 @ReductionMethod
5 public Map<K, V> reducer(){
6 Map<K, V> result;
7 for(Map<K, V> map : wordCount1)
8 //reduce the partial results of wordCount1 into result
9 return result;

10 }
11 public void doTask(){
12 //user-declared reduction object
13 RedLib.Reduction<Map<K, V>> red = new RedLib.MapUnion<K, V>(new Reduction<V>());
14 Map <K, V>[] wordCount2 = new HashMap[size]; //declaring a normal array
15 for(int i=0; i<size; i++){
16 wordCount1[i] = countWords(docs.get(i)); //collecting a future object
17 wordCount2[i] = countWords(docs.get(i)); //collecting a Map<K, V>
18 }
19 Map<K, V> result1 = RedLib.Reduction.reduce(wordCount2, red);
20 Map<K, V> result2 = reducer();



21 }
22 }

3.2.9 Initializing @PT

The @PT environment is configured by the parameters schedulingPolicy and numberOfThreads of
@InitParaTask. The former is an enumerator that specifies the scheduling policy of @PT, which can be
one of WorkSharing, WorkStealing and MixedScheduling, and the latter is an integer that specifies the
size of one-off and multi thread pools. Listing 13 nominates methods init1 and init2 as two configuration
points for @PT, but only the configurations of the method that is called first takes effect. In method main
of Listing 13, @PT is configured with the default settings if cond1 is true; otherwise the customized
configurations of init2 applies. In the default settings, the scheduling policy is set to MixedScheduling
and the number of threads is set to the number of available processors. A typical use-case would be to
configure @PT with the default settings, by only annotating the main method of a program (e.g., Listing 1).

Listing 13: Initializing @PT Environment

1 @InitParaTask
2 void init1(){
3 //do work
4 }
5 @InitParaTask(scheduingPolicy=WorkStealing, numberOfThreads=4)
6 int init2(){
7 //do work
8 }
9 void main(String[] args){

10 if(cond1){
11 init1(); init2();} //methods work with the default settings
12 if(cond2){
13 init2(); init1();} //methods work with the customized settings
14 }

4 Parallelization of Annotated Code
@PT implements its own runtime that leverages modern Java features such as lambda expressions and func-
tional interfaces for efficient management of tasks and parallelization concepts. The following subsections
discuss the runtime mechanisms that support the API concepts discussed in Section 3.2, and propose the
approaches that are engaged by the annotation processors to parallelize user code for runtime.

4.1 Task Constituents
The underlying parallelization runtime is based on a system with several components for task creation,
asynchronous execution and infrastructure management (e.g., task pools, thread pools and scheduling poli-
cies). This section briefly overviews the task components. Figure 5 is an overall presentation of the task
constituents of @PT runtime. Every communication between the parallelized version of user code and
the runtime is performed through invoking the static methods of class ParaTask. In this architecture,
instances of class TaskInfo represent asynchronous tasks, each of which carries information about its op-
erations, dependencies and exceptions that it can handle asynchronously. TaskInfo objects encapsulate
their operations as instances of functional interfaces that are referred to as Functors in the runtime. The
runtime utilizes Java lambda expressions to convert instructions into Functor objects. Moreover, start-
ing an asynchronous execution involves submitting the corresponding TaskInfo object into the task pool,
which returns an instance of type TaskID. TaskID objects enable inquiring information about the status of
asynchronous tasks, such as their termination and return values, while they are being executed in the back-
ground. The runtime supports operations with maximum twelve arguments, with and without return values,
and implements their pertinent Functor and TaskInfo classes correspondingly (illustrated in Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Underlying Task Constituents of the Parallelization Runtime

4.2 Declaring and Managing Tasks
Instances of TaskInfo are created based on their task types, numbers of sub-tasks (for MULTI tasks only),
their return types and numbers of parameters for their corresponding Functor objects. Listing 14 presents
the processed version of Listing 2, in which task1 and task2 are instances of two different subclasses of
TaskInfo. TaskInfo objects are enqueued for execution when their start methods are invoked. Conse-
quently, enqueueing a TaskInfo returns an instance of TaskID for ONEOFF and IO tasks, and an instance
of TaskIDGroup for MULTI tasks. Depending on its Functor, each TaskInfo receives the expected argu-
ments via its start method. For example in Listing 14, task2.start receives a loop scheduler and an
array of strings as its expected parameters, whilst task1.start does not have parameters, because method
task does not expect any arguments. Furthermore, inquiring the return value of an asynchronous task
applies a synchronization barrier until the result can be retrieved (e.g., id1.getResult()).

Listing 14: Declaring and Managing Tasks with Runtime

1 public void taskRunner(){
2 TaskInfoNoArg<Integer> task1 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->task());
3 TaskID<Integer> id1 = task1.start();
4 String[] fileNames = getFileNames();
5 LoopScheduler sh= new LoopScheduler(0, 24, 1, 8, STATIC);
6 TaskInfoOneArg<Void, LoopScheduler, String[]> task2 = ParaTask.asTask(MULTI, 8, (x,

y)->processFiles(x, y));
7 TaskIDGroup<Void> id2 = task2.start(sh, fileNames);
8 //do work
9 print(id1.getResult()); //wait for the termination of task1, then retrieve its value

10 }

4.3 Dependency Management
A TaskInfo registers the TaskIDs of its dependees, through which it can later inquire the termination
of the corresponding TaskInfo objects. Listing 15 is the processed version of Listing 3, in which task3
declares its dependence on task1 and task2. This listing demonstrates some of the efficiency factors that
are considered by the annotation processors when dependencies are inferred among asynchronous tasks.
Here, id2 is sent as an argument to task3, and task3 dose not start before the completion of task2.
Furthermore, retrieving the result of id2 is specified as part of the instructions for task3. Therefore,



task3 only retrieves the result from id2 when task2 is completed, so the thread that enqueues task3 can
continue executing the following instructions, needless of waiting for the termination of task2.

Listing 15: Dependency Management with Runtime

1 public void taskRunner(){
2 TaskInfoNoArg<Void> task1 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->systemWork());
3 TaskID<Void> id1 = task1.start();
4 TaskInfoOneArg<Integer, Integer> task2 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, (x)->calculation(x));
5 TaskID<Integer> id2 = task2.start(20);
6 TaskInfoOneArg<Integer, TaskID<Integer>> task3 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF,

(x)->calculation(x.getResult()));
7 ParaTask.registerDependency(task3, id1);
8 ParaTask.registerDependency(task3, id2);
9 TaskID<Integer> id3 = task3.start(id2);

10 }

4.4 Handlers
Handler objects are instances of type Slot that occupy less memory with respect to TaskInfo objects.
An instance of type Slot only carries information about its corresponding Functor, and is free of any
other details. Listing 16 is the processed version of Listing 4, in which handler objects are registered to be
triggered by task on its completion.

Listing 16: Specifying Handlers with Runtime

1 public void updateDataBase{
2 //update DataBase
3 }
4 public void taskRunner(){
5 CustomizedClass obj = new CustomizedClass();
6 TaskInfoNoArg<Void> task = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->doBigTask());
7 ParaTask.registerSlotToNotify(task, ()->updateDataBase());
8 ParaTask.registerSlotToNotify(task, ()->obj.updateGUI());
9 TaskID<Void> id = task.start();

10 }

4.5 Asynchronous Exception Handling
Listing 17 demonstrates the processed version of Listing 5, in which customized methods are registered to
handle IOException and RuntimeException. For this purpose, Functor classes are designed to capture
any exception that is thrown by their corresponding operations. The captured exceptions are redirected to
the corresponding TaskInfo, and saved for the asynchronous handling process discussed in Section 2.2.7.

Listing 17: Specifying Asynchronous Exceptions with Runtime

1 TaskInfoNoArg<Void> task = ParaTask.asTask(IO, ()->doIntenseIO());
2 ParaTask.registerAsyncCatch(task, IOException.class, ()->handleIOEx());
3 ParaTask.registerAsyncCatch(task, RuntimeException.class, ()->handleRuntimeEx());
4 task.start();

4.6 Future Groups
In the parallelized code, a TaskIDGroup is associated to each future group, in order to collect the TaskIDs
of its sub-tasks, synchronize the group and reduce and retrieve the results of the sub-tasks. Once a fu-
ture group is synchronized, its TaskIDGroup returns the results of the sub-tasks back into the corre-
sponding array elements. Thereafter, further operations are directly performed on the array and not on
its TaskIDGroup. The following paragraphs discuss the underlying mechanisms for managing local and
global future groups.



4.6.1 Local Future Groups

Local future groups are only valid within their own code scope, in which there is a defined sequence of state-
ments. Therefore, it is possible to infer the points at which asynchronous tasks are added to a TaskIDGroup,
and the point at which that TaskIDGroup is synchronized. Listing 18, as a partially processed version of
Listing 7 demonstrates that _fg1_ is associated as a TaskIDGroup to integers. Assignments to the
elements of integers are collected as asynchronous tasks while the future group is not synchronized.
The synchronization point is inferred when the first non-future reference to integers is encountered in
print(integers[i]). Therefore, the program blocks until all sub-tasks of _fg1_ are completed, and
retrieves the results of its sub-tasks into integers. Note the approach that is taken by the framework for
registering task2 as dependent on _fg1_, considering that in the annotated code (demonstrated in List-
ing 7), the future object task2 receives information from the first element of the future group integers.
Therefore, in the processed code _fg1_ is sent to the corresponding asynchronous operation, which then
retrieves the result of the first sub-task when all sub-tasks of _fg1_ are terminated.

Listing 18: Local Future Groups with Runtime

1 void doTasks(int n, int m){
2 TaskIDGroup<Integer> _fg1_ = new TaskIDGroup<>(size);
3 int[] integers = new int[size];
4 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++){
5 //added by @PT
6 TaskInfoOneArg<Integer, Integer> temp = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, (x)->intTask(x));
7 TaskID<Integer> tempID = temp.start(i);
8 _fg1_.addInnerTask(i, tempID);
9 }

10 TaskInfoOneArg<Integer, TaskIDGroup<Integer>> task2 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF,
(y)->intTask(y.getInnerResult(0)));

11 ParaTask.registerDependency(task2, _fg1_);
12 TaskID<Integer> id2 = task2.start(_fg1_);
13 //do work
14 try{
15 _fg1_.waitTillFinished(); //synchronization point of _fg1_ is injected here
16 }catch(Exception e){
17 e.printStackTrace();
18 }
19 for(int i = 0; i < integers.length; i++)
20 integers[i] = _fg1_.getInnerResult(i); //results retrieved from _fg1_ into integers
21 for(int i = 0; i < size; i++){
22 print(integers[i]);
23 }
24 integers[0] = intTask(10); //synchronous execution
25 }

4.6.2 Global Future Groups

Global future groups can be utilized by every method across the scope of their corresponding class, without
a guaranteed order of execution. For example, array in Listing 19 is accessed within two methods method1
and method2, which may be executed in any order or by different threads. Listing 20, as the processed
version of Listing 19 presents the principles that the annotation processors consider for correctness and
efficiency of the concept, and highlights the extent of complexity that is concealed in the programming
interface.

In this mechanism, in addition to an instance of TaskIDGroup, there is a synchronization flag and a
semaphore lock associated to every global future group in the processed code. The added fields inherit
the same set of modifiers from their corresponding future group (e.g., static, private, etc.). The syn-
chronization flag is checked every time that an assignment to its corresponding future group is detected.
Assignments are added as asynchronous tasks to the TaskIDGroup if the future group is not synchronized;



otherwise they are processed synchronously as instructed in the original code. Moreover, only one thread
can wait for the synchronization of a future group at a time, in order to ensure that the internal flags of the
corresponding TaskIDGroup are set correctly. Similar to local future groups, operations on a global future
group are always performed synchronously after the synchronization point in each method.

Listing 19: Example of Global Future Groups in API Level

1 public class ClassA{
2 @Future
3 int[] array = new int[10];
4 void method1(int start, int end){
5 for(int i = start; i <end; i++){
6 print(array[i]);
7 }
8 }
9 void method2(int start, int end){

10 for(int i = start; i < end; i++){
11 array[i] = foo(i);
12 }
13 operate(array);
14 }
15 }

Listing 20: Global Future Groups with Runtime

1 public class ClassA{
2 TaskIDGroup<Integer> _fg1_ = new TaskIDGroup<Integer>();
3 volatile boolean _fg1_sync = false;
4 Lock _fg1_lock = new Lock();
5 int[] array = new int[10];
6

7 void method1(int start, int end){
8 if(!_fg1_sync){
9 _fg1_lock.lock();

10 if(!_fg1_sync){ //another thread may have synced and released the lock!
11 try{
12 _fg1_.waitTillFinished();
13 }catch(Exception e){}
14 for(int i = 0; i < array.length; i++){
15 array[i] = _fg1_.getInnerResult(i);
16 }
17 _fg1_sync = true;
18 }
19 _fg1_lock.unlock();
20 }
21 for(int i = start; i <end; i++){
22 print(array[i]);
23 }
24 }
25 void method2(int start, int end){
26 for(int i = start; i < end; i++){
27 if(!_fg1_sync){
28 TaskInfoOneArg<Integer, Integer> temp = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, (x)->foo(x));
29 TaskID<Integer> tempID = task.start(i);
30 _fg1_.addInnerTask(i, tempID);
31 }else{
32 array[i] = foo(i);
33 }
34 }
35 if(!_fg1_sync){



36 _fg1_lock.lock();
37 if(!_fg1_sync){
38 try{
39 _fg1_.waitTillFinished();
40 }catch(Exception e){}
41 for(int i = 0; i < array.length; i++){
42 array[i] = _fg1_.getInnerResult(i);
43 }
44 _fg1_sync = true;
45 }
46 _fg1_lock.unlock();
47 }
48 operate(array);
49 }
50 }

4.7 Hybrid Collections
During the annotation processing phase, @PT injects code before an annotated invocation of getHybrid,
in order to inform the runtime that the program is in its parallelized version. Therefore, the subsequent
invocation of getHyrbid returns a hybrid wrapper. Invoking getHybrid returns the original collection if
it is not annotated with @Future, or if the program is not parallelized. Subsequently, the corresponding
collection must be explicitly casted to its hybrid wrapper, so that it can accept TaskID objects.

Listing 21: Hybrid Collections with Runtime

1 HybridList<Integer> list1;
2 {
3 //tell @PT to send back a HybridList
4 ParaTask.parallel(true);
5 List<Integer> _list1_ = ParaTask.getHybrid(new ArrayList<>());
6 //HybridList accepts TaskIDs, List does not
7 list1 = (HybridList<>) _list1_;
8 }
9 void taskRun(){

10 ParaTask.parallel(true);
11 List<Integer> _list2_ = ParaTask.getHybrid(new ArrayList<>());
12 HybridList<Integer> list2 = (HybridList<>) _list2_;
13

14 TaskInfoNoArg<Integer> future_a = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->foo1());
15 TaskID<Integer> future_a_id = future_a.start();
16

17 int value_b = foo2();
18

19 list1.add(future_a_id);
20 list2.add(value_b);
21

22 TaskInfoNoArg<Integer> list2_t1 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->foo2());
23 TaskID<Integer> list2_t1_id = list2_t1.start();
24 list2.add(list2_t1_id);
25 list1.add(foo1());
26 //do some work
27 TaskInfoNoArg<Integer> list1_t1 = ParaTask.asTask(ONEOFF, ()->foo2());
28 TaskID<Integer> list1_t1_id = list1_t1.start();
29 list1.add(foo1() + list1_t1_id.getResult());
30 print(list1.get(0)); //waits for a_id to finish, then retrieves the result
31 print(list2.get(0)); //retrieves the value of b
32 }



Listing 21 partially presents the processed version of Listing 8, in which list1 and list2 are defined as
two hybrid lists. The annotation processors rename the user-defined collections (e.g., list2 to _list2_),
and use the original name for the corresponding hybrid collections, so that the operations are performed on
the hybrid version in the rest of the parallelized code. Considering that Java operations must be performed
within defined scopes/blocks, the rudimentary operations take place in anonymous blocks for global hy-
brid collections (e.g., Lines 2 to 8 for list1). The anonymous block inherits the static modifier if the
annotated declaration is static. Note that in the transformed code, list1 and list2 can operate on
both instances of Integer and TaskID<Integer>. Moreover, because foo2 is annotated with @Task in
the original code, every invocation of foo2 within the context of hybrid collections is translated into an
asynchronous task. Importantly, an instruction such as Line 29 is only valid in the case of adding the fi-
nal result of the binary expression to the collection. That is, the binary expression is semantically invalid
when adding two instances of TaskID, or adding an Integer to an instance of TaskID. Therefore, @PT
imposes a synchronization barrier for retrieving the result of list1_t1_id and adds it with that of foo1.
However, the performance still benefits from the asynchronous executions of foo1 and foo2, especially if
the methods involve long execution times.

4.8 Reductions
During the annotation processing phase, the reductions specified for parallel futures or future groups are
inspected to determine whether they refer to RedLib ready-to-use operations, user-declared reduction ob-
jects or custom classes that implement the Reduction interface. Listing 22 presents the processed version
of Listing 12, in which package.CustomRed is confirmed by the annotation processors to be a customized
implementation of the Reduction interface. Moreover, @PT uses programmer specifications to infer that
the implemented class does not nest any other operations, and takes K and V as its generic types.

Furthermore, the inferred reduction object is created and registered for the corresponding TaskIDGroup
in the processed code. The operations thereof are performed within anonymous blocks for global future
groups, which then inherit the static modifier if their corresponding future groups are static. This is
not the case for parallel futures, because parallel futures can only be defined as local variables. Note that
in the parallelized code (i.e., Listing 22), method reducer which is annotated with @ReductionMethod
in Listing 12, has its block replaced with the direct retrieval of the result of _fg1_. The aforementioned
operation performs reductions internally on the sub-tasks of _fg1_ before retrieving the integrated result,
needless of retrieving the results of individual sub-tasks.

Listing 22: Reductions with Runtime

1 public class ClassA{
2 TaskIDGroup<Map<K, V>> _fg1_ = new TaskIDGroup<>();
3 Map<K, V>[] wordCount1 = new HashMap[size];
4 {
5 RedLib.Reduction<Map<K, V>> reduction = new package.CustomRed<K, V>();
6 ParaTask.registerReduction(_fg1_, reduction);
7 }
8 public Map<K, V> reducer(){
9 return _fg1_.getResult(); //method block changed by @PT

10 }
11 public void doTask(){
12 RedLib.Reduction<Map<K, V>> red = new MapUnion<K, V>(new Reduction<V>());
13 Map <K, V>[] wordCount2 = new HashMap[size];
14 for(int i=0; i<size; i++){
15 //do work
16 }
17 Map<K, V> result1 = RedLib.Reducer.reduce(wordCount2, red);
18 Map<K, V> result2 = reducer();
19 }
20 }

The annotation processors utilize Java reflections for inspecting whether a user-specified string is the fully



qualified name of a class, and whether that class implements the Reduction interface. To this effect, the
original code is compiled at the first stage of annotation processing, considering that JVM class loader
only inspects the compiled class objects (.class files). Compiling the original code also evaluates if the
program is error-free before the annotation processing starts.

4.9 Initializing @PT
Listing 23 is the parallelized version of Listing 13, in which @PT is initialized via invoking the default init
method on ParaTask from within init1. Furthermore, the customized configuration of the parallelization
runtime takes place in init2. The settings of the method that is invoked first will take effect for the rest of
the program.

Listing 23: Initializing @PT with Runtime

1 void init1(){
2 ParaTask.init(); //default settings
3 //do work
4 }
5 int init2(){
6 ParaTask.init(WorkStealing, 4); //customized settings
7 //do work
8 }
9 void main(String[] args){

10 if(cond1){
11 init1(); init2();} //methods work with the default settings
12 if(cond2){
13 init2(); init1();} //methods work with the customized settings
14 }

5 Evaluation
As discussed in Section 1, the framework design is motivated by two main principles.

• A universal parallelization engine with efficient performance in different parallel computing domains.

• A simplified unobtrusive programming environment that facilitates parallel programming without
sacrificing portability and intuitiveness.

Therefore, the benchmarks discussed in this section focus on two areas of performance and ease-of-use.
They compare @PT with other parallel computing frameworks, each of which offers strength in a specific
parallel programming paradigm. That is, in addition to @PT, the benchmarks study ExecutorService, as the
standard Java utility that also supports task-based (asynchronous) parallelism. Moreover, Jomp and Pyjama
are included as Java approaches that utilize OpenMP directives in their programming interfaces, and offer
strong support for the fork/join (synchronous) parallelization model. The following paragraphs discuss the
evaluation studies in detail.

5.1 Performance Evaluation
The selected benchmarks in this category are adjusted from well-known benchmark suites EPCC Java
Grande [32], Dacapo [33] and Polybench [34]. These benchmarks engage both task-based and loop-based
parallelism to represent a range of kernels and applications that are commonly employed for performing
intensive operations in different domains. For example, MonteCarlo represents intensive object-oriented
applications, the RayTracer application engages computer-graphic techniques, and benchmarks such as
Series, Crypt and Matrix to Matrix are intensive number crunching kernels. The following lists the selected
benchmarks and their covered domains.



• Series (Java Grande): Computationally intensive kernel with balanced workload. The operations
involve computing the first 100,000 Fourier coefficients of the function f (x) = (x+1)x.

• Matrix to Matrix (Polybench): Computationally intensive kernel with balanced workload. The
operations involve two matrix multiplications on 2000×2000 matrices (i.e., D=A.B, E=C.D).

• Crypt (Java Grande): Computationally intensive kernel with balanced workload. The operations
involve encrypting and decrypting an array of hundred-million bytes using the international data-
encryption algorithms (IDEA).

• Stencil2D (Polybench): Computationally intensive kernel with unbalanced workload. The opera-
tions involve 480 repetition of 2D Jacobi stencil computations over 6000×6000 matrices.

• RayTracer (Java Grande): Computationally intensive application with unbalanced workload. The
operations involve 3D ray tracing over an image with 500×500 pixels.

• MonteCarlo (Java Grande): Non-deterministic computationally intensive application that involves
MonteCarlo simulations for estimating product prices, based on their underlying assets. Our study
used twenty-thousand MonteCarlo simulations. This specific implementation is based on a heavily
object-oriented design, in which the methods used for simulating estimations are offered by objects
of numerous classes.

• Xalan (Dacapo): IO intensive application with unbalanced workload. The operations use Apache
Xalan for transforming 154 XML files into HTML documents.

• LUSearch (Dacapo): IO intensive application with unbalanced workload. The operations use Apache
Lucene for performing search tasks in 64 documents.

• LUFact (Java Grande): Computationally intensive kernel with unbalanced workload. The opera-
tions involve solving a 2000×2000 linear system using LU factorizations in a nested loop structure.

• SOR (Java Grande): Computationally intensive kernel with unbalanced workload. The operations
involve solving a 2000×2000 linear system using successive over relaxations in a nested loop struc-
ture.

5.1.1 Evaluation Setup

Experiments were performed on a system with four sockets of 12-Core Intel Xeon E7-4830 V3 at 2.1 GHz
(2.7 GHz turbo). Thus, the standard CPU frequency of this system is 2.1GHz, and the turbo mode is at its
highest (i.e., 2.7 GHz) for up to two cores, and it is reduced to lower rates for more cores. Activation of the
turbo mode is solely controlled by the underlying system, and its duration depends on the workload of each
core and other environmental factors such as temperature [35]. Therefore, the speedup trend that the system
would achieve in an ideal case when the turbo mode is available is different from that when the turbo mode
is constantly inactive. When the turbo mode is active during the measurement of the sequential version of
the code (one core active), it will run at 2.7 GHz. Perfect speedup (i.e. 48) could only be achieved with 48
cores running at 2.7GHz, but this is physically impossible on this system. When all cores are active they
run at 2.1 GHz, hence the ideal speedup achievable is then (48 · 2.1/2.7 = 37.3). For guidance to better
interpret the measured speedups, we have plotted two ideal speedup lines (with and without available turbo
mode) in the result charts.

This system runs with the Linux Ubuntu 16.04.1 LTS operating system. Experiments were performed
with 1 to 48 threads, and hyper-threading was avoided by explicit specification of processor affinity based
on the topology of the underlying infrastructure. The loop partitioning mechanisms of @PT are used to im-
plement data-parallelism for both @PT and ExecutorService where parallel-for directives are used in Jomp
and Pyjama. The task-based approaches, @PT and ExecutorService, utilize mechanisms to collect task ob-
jects in order to efficiently wait for their termination (e.g., future groups). The benchmark implementations
are purposely extended to achieve long runtimes (in the order of minutes), to obtain better observations on
the scalability of frameworks. The performance fluctuations were however very small, with coefficients of



variation smaller than 0.2 (i.e., CV < 0.2). Thus, experiments were repeated five times, as this is recom-
mended for reliable results in consistent circumstances [36]. Each benchmark ran with a new JVM startup,
in order to avoid possible caching effects.

5.1.2 Results for Performance Evaluation

Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 are the average runtime and speedup trends of the parallelization approaches in the
studied benchmarks. The results from Series, Matrix to Matrix and Crypt in Figures 6a, 6b and 6c suggest
that all parallelization approaches scale well with balanced computational workloads, but the trends slightly
favor task-based parallelism for higher numbers of threads (i.e., @PT and ExecutorService). Importantly,
Figures 7a and 7b demonstrate that the scalability dramatically drops for all approaches in Stencil2D and
RayTracer, even though in both benchmarks the runtimes improve continuously. Here, the results signify
the impact of unbalanced workload on reducing performance. Figure 7c illustrates a similar behaviour for
all approaches in MonteCarlo to that of Stencil2D and RayTracer, which can be justified based on the non-
deterministic nature of the operations that can lead to unbalanced workload. Considering the structure of
this benchmark that investigates the effects of heavily object-oriented architectures, its results also imply
that the excessive creation of objects can downgrade system performance.

The differences among the parallelization approaches are more evident in Figures 8a and 8b for IO-
intensive benchmarks, in which asynchronous-parallelization approaches such as @PT and ExecutorService
scale better than the other two, and show higher leaps for certain thread numbers. Moreover, Figures 8c
and 9a suggest that fork/join models generally outperform task-based parallelization approaches in nested
parallel loops, yet @PT performs better than ExecutorService in these cases. The results from LUFact
and SOR confirm the observations regarding the effects of unbalanced workload on system performance.
However, the scalability is even more limited here and almost plateaus for more than twelve threads.

The observations discussed above suggest that task-based parallelization techniques and their schedul-
ing considerations (e.g., work stealing, work sharing), lead to efficient load balancing. These mechanisms
offer systematic ways for the worker threads to asynchronously poll and execute unattended tasks. There-
fore, it takes a shorter period for a task to wait before it is executed, thus a fairer distribution of workload
can be achieved overall. This is specifically evident when parallelization is performed on independent oper-
ations with unbalanced workload. For example, in the IO-intensive use cases such as Xalan and LUSearch,
task-based approaches scale better because allocating task chunks to fork/join threads leads operations to
wait longer for the execution of large tasks. The efficiencies of task-based approaches become more evident
for certain numbers of threads that lead to bigger speedups, which highlight the dependence of performance
on the divisibility of workload among threads in IO applications. Likewise, with balanced operations such
as that of Series and Crypt, @PT and ExecutorService mitigate the overhead of concurrency better than
Jomp and Pyjama for the higher numbers of threads, because their threads contribute to executing the unat-
tended tasks of each other. However, on the negative side, different scheduling policies and asynchronous
thread pools impose additional overheads. This overhead can be a remarkable penalty in the specific cases
of parallel loops which benefit from the static allocation of computational chunks to threads. Here, the
lower overhead of fork/join threads enables OpenMP equivalents (e.g., Jomp) to perform better in bench-
marks such as LUFact and RayTracer. Here, the performance of task-based approaches vary based on
their scheduling policies, algorithms and implementations. For instance, in our studies @PT and Execu-
torService operate with the same multi-tasking and scheduling approaches. Nonetheless, the infrastructure
of @PT helps achieving closer performance to fork/join models in unbalanced workloads, such that @PT
outperforms both Jomp and ExecutorService in SOR.
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Figure 6: Benchmark Results
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(a) SOR Results
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Figure 9: Benchmark Results Continued.

Overall, the benchmarks discussed here suggest that the parallelization mechanisms in @PT offer com-
parable performance and scalability with that of efficient approaches in various scopes. That is, @PT
accommodates versatile mechanisms that enable the framework to perform as efficient as the well-fitted
parallelization approach in each of the different parallel computing domains. This observation is of higher
significance in intensive loop sections, where task-based approaches normally perform poorly, as they pro-
cess every iteration of a loop as an individual task. The benchmarks were initially implemented with this
approach for ExecutorService, and the framework was not able to complete its operations due to excessive
creation of asynchronous tasks.

5.2 Ease-of-Use Evaluation
In addition to performance, we investigated the usability of the programming interface of @PT. That is, we
studied the effort required for developing and maintaining parallel programs in @PT with respect to that of
other parallelization approaches in Java.

5.2.1 Evaluation Setup

We inspected code metrics that can affect the development and maintenance of a program directly or in-
directly. For example, factors such as excessive lines of code, class coupling and class fields can increase
dependence among different code sections, hence complicate understanding, debugging and maintaining
a program. Similarly, excessive branching in the control flow of a program (e.g., if/else and switch state-
ments) increases the cyclomatic complexity, and consequently hinders code maintenance. In addition, there
exist factors such as local variables, method declarations/invocations that increase the semantic complex-
ity of code, and may increase code churn consequently [37]. Considering the above, we measured the
lines of code required for implementing the performance benchmarks discussed in Section 5.1 with all four
parallel-programming approaches. In addition, we inspected the number of class couplings, method decla-
rations and invocations, local variables, class fields and decision statements that are added by each of the
parallelization approaches to the initial sequential implementation of the performance benchmarks. As an
additional observation, we also investigated the number of non-native statements (e.g., pragma directives)
that are added to the original source code by the parallelization approaches. Here, non-native statements
are those that cannot be identified by the standard compiler and development environment of Java. Hence,
any error in these components may not be noticed until inspected by their customized compilers. Therefore,



Sequential @PT Executor Service Jomp Pyjama
Series 12 24 54 39 16

Matrix to Matrix 23 54 75 35 37
Crypt 54 66 110 60 83

MonteCarlo 17 30 58 26 44
Stencil2D 19 43 67 31 32
RayTracer 49 63 118 54 81

Xalan 28 41 76 52 55
LUSearch 57 68 105 61 82

LUFact 45 65 104 74 50
SOR 44 64 96 79 81

Table 1: Lines of Code for each Approach in different Benchmarks - implementations with large difference
between Jomp and Pyjama highlight the extent to which OpenMP-like implementations may grow for
accommodating more flexible configurations

Added
Class

Coupli-
ngs

Added
Methods

Added
Invocations

Added
Local

Objects

Added
Fields

Added
Non-native
Statements

Added
Decision

Statements

Executor
Service

1 3 - 4 3 - 6 3 - 15 2 0 0

@PT 0 2 - 3 2 3 - 4 0 - 1 0 0

Jomp 0 1 - 2 1 0 0 1 - 5 0 - 3

Pyjama 0 1 - 2 2 0 - 2 1 1 - 5 0 - 3

Table 2: Average Complexity added by each Approach - the numerical ranges represent intervals that are
inclusive of their boundaries

non-native language statements can indirectly hinder the development, debugging and maintenance process
of a program. Note that the annotations of @PT are not non-native statements, and they benefit from static
type checks and real time compiler feedback that are offered by standard Java. An overall analysis of the
aforementioned measurements concludes where @PT stands among popular parallelization approaches of
Java in terms of development and maintenance efforts. Note that the studies in this category only investigate
the file(s) that are modified by the approaches in their implementations of the benchmarks.

5.2.2 Results for Ease-of-Use Evaluation

Table 1 lists the lines of code in the file(s) modified by each parallelization approach for the implementation
of the performance benchmarks. This table demonstrates a large difference between the lines of code
in ExecutorService and other approaches. The @PT implementations are smaller than ExecutorService
implementations, and slightly larger than that of Jomp and Pyjama. Jomp and Pyjama are very close in their
implementations, but for some benchmarks we implemented them with different approaches to investigate
the extend to which OpenMP-like implementations can grow. Larger code lines in these frameworks relate
to the implementations that use more pragma directives for accommodating flexible settings, as opposed
to concrete configurations. For example, some applications consider different loop scheduling policies
whereas some others only apply one concrete policy (e.g., static). The flexible implementations impose
additional code duplicates and conditional statements consequently, thus they lead to larger numbers of
code lines.



Table 2 lists the other complexity factors that are added by each approach for parallelizing the sequential
versions of the benchmarks. In this table, the numerical ranges indicate that a complexity factor varies for
a specific parallelization approach from one implementation to another. This table considers the construc-
tor of each approach as part of its added methods. The added fields generally hold information through
which customized settings take place (e.g., scheduling policies, size of the thread pool, etc.), and local
objects/variables are added to pass information to the added classes and methods. Considering that Execu-
torService implementations define asynchronous tasks in the form of Callable classes, they need to add
inner classes and therefore more methods, fields and local objects to sequential code (illustrated in Table 2).
Following the same trend as Table 1, the complexity imposed by @PT stands between the task-based and
loop-based approaches. @PT requires few annotations for declaring asynchronous tasks and future groups
at the programming level, and entrusts the annotation processors with the majority of code parallelization,
thus it minimizes its added semantics/complexities to the original source code. The numerical intervals for
non-native and decision statements in Table 2 (i.e., columns 6 and 7) illustrate that the modifications applied
by Jomp and Pyjama are minimal, but can be extended for more complex implementations. The syntactic
and cyclomatic complexities can remain lower for approaches such as ExecutorService and @PT, because
flexible settings are fulfilled by using variables within their standard language constructs.

In summary, parallel programming in @PT requires less effort than ExecutorService, and slightly more
effort than Jomp and Pyjama. The programming components of @PT such as future objects and containers
(i.e., future groups and hybrid collections) are integrated with the semantics of conventional language ele-
ments, such that the annotation processors can parallelize annotated code that is initially written in sequen-
tial logic. Therefore, by minimizing new semantics at the programming level and leveraging the native Java
annotations, @PT simplifies the development and maintenance of sophisticated software designs, where
the syntactic and cyclomatic complexities can negatively affect the quality of implementation. The sim-
ple programming interface also facilitates software development and maintenance by promoting intuitive
object-oriented and task-based semantics that are commonly used in sequential programming. Examples
are: utilizing primitive/user-defined instances as future objects, and using method invocations for triggering
asynchronous operations. Even though similar concepts are engaged by other task-based approaches such
as ExecutorService, but they impose more extensive code modifications which can lead to complex and
counter-intuitive code structures.

5.3 Summary
Overall, the observations discussed in this section suggest that the programming interface of @PT facil-
itates parallel programming by promoting the simplicity of OpenMP equivalents, as well as the intuitive
object-oriented semantics of task-based approaches like ExecutorService. This programming interface is
accompanied with the underlying runtime mechanisms that enable the framework to present acceptable
performance over a various range of application domains, where either loop-based or task-based (i.e., syn-
chronous or asynchronous) parallelization works best. The details about the observations discussed in this
section can be found in an excel sheet named “BenchmarkResults.xlsx” along with the solution code in the
GitHub3 repository of the project.

6 Related Work
This section discusses the related work in two subsections. The first subsection reviews some of the common
parallelization approaches that have investigated advanced programming interfaces (also briefly discussed
in Section 1). Furthermore, the second subsection discusses some of the recent projects that also employ
Java annotations.

3The GitHub repository of @PT is available at: https://github.com/ParallelAndReconfigurableComputing/
ParallelTask/tree/%40PT

https://github.com/ParallelAndReconfigurableComputing/ParallelTask/tree/%40PT
https://github.com/ParallelAndReconfigurableComputing/ParallelTask/tree/%40PT


6.1 Common Parallelization Approaches
Parallel programming is generally supported with either library APIs or extended language constructs.
For example in Java, the standard shared-memory libraries are: Thread, ExecutorSerivce and Swing-
Worker [29]. Spark and Hadoop are also Java-based environments for applications that perform the un-
derlying MapReduce operations in distributed nodes of clusters [18]. Some other approaches such as
X10 [17] enable Java programs to benefit from the high performance capabilities of heterogeneous en-
vironments. As another example, Aparapi performs Java programs on GPUs by converting source code
into its OpenCL equivalent [38]. JCuda offers a programmer friendly API for enabling Java programs of
making direct calls on CUDA kernels [39]. Library-based frameworks are common in other languages as
well. The .NET framework provides libraries such as PLINQ and TPL for parallel programming in its
supported languages (e.g., C#, C++, etc.) under the Windows operating systems [1]. Other libraries such as
Posix and Boost support parallel programming for C and C++ in multiple platforms (i.e., both Windows and
Unix) [40]. Another host of library-based approaches intend to increase the consistency and efficiency of
parallel programs by reducing programmer involvement in the fine-grained implementation of commonly
used parallel patterns. Examples of these patterns are: map, reduce, farm, pipeline, asynchronous tasks,
etc. In this category, SKePU is a skeleton-programming library based on C++ that provides predefined
templates for common parallel patterns. SKePU enhances its high-performance capabilities by supporting
multiple back ends, such as CUDA and OpenCL for GPUs and OpenMP for CPUs [5]. Similarly, FastFlow
targets heterogeneous platforms comprised of shared-memory multi-core systems. High-level programs in
FastFlow are implemented as stacks of C++ templates, each of which implements a parallel pattern. These
templates can be composed to form a combination of patterns [6]. Parallel patterns are also recognized as
useful approaches among industrial frameworks. Microsoft PPL is an example that improves ease-of-use
by providing features for task parallelism, parallel containers and other parallel algorithms. For instance,
the parallel_for_each statement promotes data-parallelism by supporting concurrent access to the ele-
ments of a parallel container [3]. Furthermore, Java 8 introduces Streams for balancing between functional
and object-oriented programming. The framework is comprised of function blocks to which the elements of
containers can be streamed. The function blocks can form pipelines by streaming their outputs to the inputs
of other function blocks, and can support parallelism by streaming elements in parallel. The framework
also offers other patterns such as map and reduce as its standard function blocks [4]. However, not every
scenario can be covered by parallel patterns. Thus, frameworks such as Intel TBB enhance the flexibility of
their implementations by supporting both fine-grained library functions and templates [8].

On the other side, language-based frameworks intend to minimize possible inefficiencies and errors that
may occur during code parallelization. These approaches extend their base languages with new abstract lay-
ers for adding meta-data to sequential code, and automate code parallelization via efficient source-to-source
compilers. As an instance, REPARA utilizes the attributes from C++11 to propose mechanisms for defining
parallel regions by annotating sequential code. The proposed annotations also include features that provide
pre-implemented patterns such as asynchronous tasks and pipelines [12]. Furthermore, Habanero-Java
extends an older version of X10 for parallel programming in shared-memory systems. Habanero-Java pro-
poses extensive language constructs for declaring, synchronizing and retrieving the results of asynchronous
operations. Similar to @PT, Habanero-Java offers mechanisms for partitioning parallel for loops to realize
data parallelism [14]. Moreover, Cilk extends the language constructs of C/C++ to facilitate multi-threaded
programming [13]. Following the approaches from Cilk, Danaher et al. propose JCilk, as an equivalent
approach for Java [41]. OpenMP is another reputable environment for maintaining the sequential code
structure, which collects user specifications via compiler directives in the form of pragmas and comments.
OpenMP was initially proposed for parallelizing loop sections, but incorporated task-parallelism techniques
from OpenMP 3.0 [2]. Duarn et al. introduce OmpSs as an attempt for integrating asynchronous parallelism
and heterogeneity into OpenMP [11]. OmpSs asynchronously executes every invocation of a function for
which its declaration is annotated with OmpSs directives. Asynchronous tasks must not return any results
in OmpSs. Moreover, in both OpenMP and OmpSs, tasks may depend on each other only if there are
data dependencies among them. There are similar studies such as Jomp, Jamp and Pyjama that investigate
adopting OpenMP mechanisms in Java as a high level object-oriented language [15, 16, 42].



6.2 Projects Utilizing Java Annotations
Enterprise Java Beans have been revolutionized by annotations from EJB 3.0, in order to step away from
the criticized complex structure of earlier EJB versions. EJB annotations play an important role in avoiding
boilerplate code for user-specified setups [20]. For the same reason, web and enterprise applications in
Spring employ Java annotations in their programming interfaces. Spring is a standalone framework that
offers the features of J2EE for heterogeneous platforms [43]. Annotations have also proliferated among
the Java advocates, such as IBM and Oracle, especially for developing their web-based frameworks (e.g.,
Servlets, JSPs, etc.) [29]. For example, IBM Connector Tool Suite is a counterpart for J2EE that auto-
mates the creation of annotated EJBs, based on user specifications about the back-end system. This feature
helps with developing applications that can conveniently integrate information into existing enterprise in-
formation systems [44]. In other scopes, AndroidAnnotations proposes Java annotations for simplifying
the development and maintenance of Android applications. The framework proposes annotating method
declarations with @Uithread and @Background, which will cause the methods to be executed by the UI
and background threads correspondingly [45]. It is noteworthy that in addition to annotating method invo-
cations rather than declarations, @PT is different from AndroidAnnotations in terms of the granularity of
parallelization that its supports for different task concepts.

In addition to enterprise entities, research projects have also appreciated the advantage of annotations.
For example, Tan et al. propose an approach for achieving uniform performance across multiple platforms
by identifying algebraic expressions in user-annotated code, and replacing them with vendor-specific op-
timum library calls [46]. Danelutto et al. introduce PAL for parallel computing over different distributed
architectures (e.g., grid, cluster, etc.). PAL executes annotated methods in parallel, and uses the meta in-
formation from its annotations to efficiently tailor the parallelized code for the distributed platform that
it runs on. Annotated methods in PAL cannot use class fields, and must return their results with a new
data structure (i.e., PFFuture) [21]. Joy et al. propose a technique that automatically injects annotations
into code segments based on their estimated execution time. The annotations are identified by a custom
scheduler, and used for accurate timing analysis and task scheduling [47]. Bolla et al. study a smart cloud
infrastructure management tool that exploits user annotations along with performance profiling to estimate
the resources required for the components of a system [48].

Annotations have received significance in communicating information across development teams as
well. Sulir and Nosal investigate a method for depicting mental models of programmers’ aspect-oriented
designs based on their annotated codes. The research proposes annotations that specify what aspect(s) a
system component is involved in (e.g., @Encoding, @Persistence) [49]. Also, Thomas proposes an in-
teractive annotation tool for Eclipse IDEs that help with identifying security vulnerabilities in early devel-
opment stages. Developers use the proposed annotations to supply the deployment team with information
about the security vulnerabilities of their software components [50]. Moreover, Suzuki discusses a web-
based mechanism, Cumiki, that is implemented on Amazon EC2 and is integrated with the GitHub reposi-
tory. Cumiki translates user annotations into documentations, and distinguishes them using the developers’
Git IDs. Therefore, multiple developers can collaborate in documenting code sections simultaneously [51].

7 Conclusion
This paper proposes @PT, a framework for the annotation-based parallelization of sequential Java code.
@PT is based on a three-layered architecture: a simplified programming interface, enhanced annotation
processors and an efficient parallelization runtime. The annotation-based approach of @PT largely main-
tains the sequential code structure, and conceals most of the parallel programming complexities. This is
made possible thanks to the integration of parallel programming concepts with the intuitive semantics of
sequential code at the API level. That is, integrating the semantics of concepts such as future objects, fu-
ture groups and hybrid collections with the concepts and structures of conventional sequential programs.
Therefore, instead of complicating its API, the framework programs its annotation processors to infer par-
allelization semantics from the annotated sequential code. Moreover, the parallelization runtime employs
mechanisms that enable @PT to perform efficiently in different application domains. This paper elaborates
the technologies that are involved in each of the architectural levels thereof. Furthermore, it studies the
programmability and performance of the framework through a set of benchmarks that originate from well-



known benchmark suites. The results demonstrate that @PT closely follows other popular approaches such
as Jomp, Pyjama and ExecutorService in their development and maintenance standards, and performs as
efficient (and sometimes better) as these approaches in various parallel computing domains.
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